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About Australian Industry Group
The Australian Industry Group (Ai Group) is a peak industry association in Australia which along
with its affiliates represents the interests of more than 60,000 businesses in an expanding range of
sectors including: manufacturing; engineering; construction; automotive; food; transport;
information technology; telecommunications; call centres; labour hire; printing; defence; mining
equipment and supplies; airlines; and other industries. The businesses which we represent employ
more than 1 million people. Ai Group members operate small, medium and large businesses
across a range of industries. Ai Group is closely affiliated with more than 50 other employer
groups in Australia alone and directly manages a number of those organisations.

Australian Industry Group contact for this submission
Tim Piper, State Director, Victoria

Ph: 03 9867 0160
Email: tpiper@aigroup.asn.au
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Executive summary
Ai Group welcomes the opportunity to outline our policy proposals to the Victorian Government
and Opposition ahead of the Victorian election on 29 November 2014.
Both the Victorian economy and the national economy are at a critical juncture. The central
structural challenge now facing the Australian economy is the need for rebalancing. We must find
multiple sources of growth, rather than relying solely on resource and energy commodities, as has
occurred over the past decade. Put simply, other parts of our economy need to step up their
investment, employment and productivity if we are to improve incomes and living standards
across the community. This rebalancing is important not only for the strength of the economy but
also to improve its resilience. Australia’s exposure to volatile commodity prices has already
increased and is set to rise further as mineral and energy exports rise. Similarly our exposure to
conditions in a handful of commodity purchasing countries has climbed and is on a path to climb
further.
In Victoria, a state which has not benefitted directly from the mining boom as other states,
industry has experienced years of battling with high costs and a strong currency. Consequently,
the need to tackle the challenges seen across the national economy are especially profound in
Victoria, and are made more so by the closure of the automotive industry.
The next Victorian Government must be aware that industry faces two significant barriers: high
costs and low productivity. Currency movements, the escalation in energy costs and the rise in our
relative unit labour costs have reinforced Australia’s relative disadvantage as a high cost economy.
At the same time our productivity growth has slowed. As a result, we are not in as strong a
position as we should be to overcome the national income-sapping impacts of lower commodity
prices and the retreat of investment from resource and energy projects. We now need a strong
and concerted effort to lift productivity and competitiveness across the economy.
Consequently, Ai Group asks the next Victorian Government to concentrate on reducing business
costs, through reductions in taxation and regulation. We also ask the next Government take a role
in lifting the state’s productivity, through sound investments in infrastructure, skills, and through
encouraging innovation. Our recommendations are listed below.
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Summary of recommendations
Fiscal Policy


The newly-elected Government maintains Victoria’s enviable fiscal position through sensible
and sustainable fiscal policy. The State Government should take advantage of the strong fiscal
position and solid credit rating to invest in productive assets with demonstrated returns.

Reducing costs of doing business


The newly-elected Government should fully commit to the Tax White Paper and Federalism
Whitepaper process and examine if inefficient state-based taxes on industry can be removed.



The burden of state taxes in Victoria is high and the next Victorian Government should
investigate the best ways to reduce tax burdens and lift the state’s cost competitiveness. For
example, a reduction in the rate of payroll tax would lift incentives for businesses to employ
people and improve their competitiveness.



The COAG agenda has changed with changes in governments across the country. Victorian
businesses, and indeed businesses nationally, would benefit from many of the harmonisation
reforms that were not completed. We encourage the next Victorian Government to
reinvigorate this process.



The next Victorian Government should immediately commit to the harmonised OHS laws as
the state remains the only jurisdiction not to do so.



The newly elected Government considers the cost to business and erosion of competitiveness
that an additional public holiday would bring.



The next Government must ensure the Co-Invest fund remains only for employees in the
construction industry and not those peripherally engaged.

Ensuring industry operates on a level playing field


Ai Group recommends that all government agencies including Victorian agencies together with
major contractors implement an approach that shows a commitment to the following
procurement principles of Value for Money, Clarity, Transparency and Improvement of
Processes, Full and Fair Access, Full Opportunities for Local Suppliers, Supporting Industry
through Effective Planning and Communication.

Infrastructure


Ai Group supports the construction of the East West Link and the Port of Hastings, and would
urge the next Victorian Government to honour any existing commitments to these projects.
Broader reform of infrastructure is needed including:
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Setting up a Victorian agency to better coordinate the planning, prioritisation and execution of
infrastructure projects throughout the state.



Establishing and formalising a community and business consultation process, where robust
debates on the prioritisation of Victorian infrastructure projects could be conducted.



Regular updates to inform industry about the level of priority attached to major infrastructure
projects throughout the state to facilitate the planning processes in businesses and lift
productivity throughout the Victorian economy.



Further development of structured public-private partnership policies that more efficiently
allocate risks to attract more private sector investments and reduce costs.



Transport infrastructure reform to help address congestion: for example, better provision of
real-time information by governments about transport options and network conditions;
investment in new and smarter transport infrastructure to keep up with population pressures;
and pricing reform to improve utilisation and efficiency in the use of transport infrastructure.

Planning


Ai Group urges both major parties to establish a bipartisan consensus to advance the goals
outlined in Plan Melbourne.



On the issue of Coal Seam Gas, the new Government should establish a list of key research
objectives and outcomes with coordinated opportunities for community consultation in order
to remove the debilitating ambiguity around this issue. This should accompanied by a strict
timetable leading to a final determination.



Ai Group urges the next Government to bring the approval and consent of wind farms into line
with other infrastructure approval processes.



That the elected Government does not implement a container deposit scheme given Victoria
already has a successful and efficient recycling scheme.



Ai Group urges the next Government to reform the planning regime to ensure that Victoria’s
essential waste infrastructure is prioritised and protected.



Ai Group urges the elected Government to provide the resources and support to Sustainably
Victoria to ensure the message to reduce waste is communicated as widely as possible.



Ai Group urges the elected Government to prioritise coordination and cooperation between all
levels of Government and agencies on its Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery
Infrastructure.
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Ai Group believes that ultimately these issues will only be resolved through a genuine national
approach to waste management. Ai Group urges the elected Government to energetically
pursue greater harmonisation between Victoria and other jurisdictions as part of the SWRRIP
process.

Education and Training Reform


Ai Group supports the movement to a more managed approach to the funding model to
enable consideration of:
o the continuing expansion of private providers of training and the impact on the
provision of trades training;
o whether industry skilling needs are being met in rural and regional Victoria; and
o the implementation and integration of a range of quality measures to instill greater
confidence in the system.



There is a need to support initiatives that promote STEM skills in schools, the tertiary
education sector and the workplace.



There is a need for a greater focus on workplace language, literacy and numeracy skills and
initiatives introduced to address the current low levels of these in the workforce.



Ai Group would encourage the new Government to complete the review of Vocational
Pathways and implement measures designed to restore industry confidence in VET in Schools
programs.



Ai Group would encourage the new Government to develop and implement a higher education
policy for Victoria.

Innovation


Ai Group would encourage the Victorian Government to take an active role in improving the
innovation environment in the state through considered policy settings and incentives.



Ai Group would encourage the Victorian Government to encourage business to benefit from
the NBN by disseminating resources aimed at business like the Digital Business Kits.

Trade


Victoria has a strong record in international trade. Ai Group encourages the next Government
to draw on the state’s strengths to maintain and develop a clear strategy to boost export
opportunities of Victorian businesses.
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The Victorian Economic Outlook
Growth in the Victorian economy has been patchy in recent years, with activity contracting in late
2012 and early 2013 before firming to trend in late 2013 and 2014. Gross state product data from
the ABS reports activity grew a below-trend 1.6% over the year to June 2013 compared to national
growth of 2.6% (Chart 1). More recent data from the National Accounts indicates the Victorian
economy has strengthened in late 2013 and into 2014 after recording a technical recession in late
2012/early 2013. State final demand (consumption and investment) expanded by 2.7% over the
year to June, in line with its decade average.
The state accounts for around 22% of the Australia’s GDP and has a large services and
manufacturing sector relative to national output, and has one of the smallest exposures to the
mining sector (Table 1). Of all the states, Victoria is particularly susceptible to the Australian dollar,
and at elevated levels, the strong currency has weighed on the state’s manufacturing sector as
well as education and agricultural exports, without the cushioning effect from a mining sector
experiencing higher commodity prices. The most recent annual GSP data from the ABS reports
that the manufacturing sector has contracted in each of the past three years to June 2013. Low
interest rates, while supportive of activity, do not have support activity to the same extent as
NSW, which has a relatively larger finance sector.

Chart 1: Victorian GSP and Australian GDP, real % change per year

Sources: ABS, State Accounts 2012-13, Nov 2013; Victorian Budget, May 2014; Australian Treasury, Budget, May 2014
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Table 1: Victoria’s industry share of Gross State Product
Finance
Professional services
Manufacturing
Health
Construction
Education
Retail trade
Transport
Wholesale trade
Public admin & safety
IT & media
Admin services
Real estate services
Agriculture
Hospitality
Utilities
Mining
Other services
Recreation
Ownership of dwellings
Total all industries
Taxes less subsidies on products
Statistical Discrepancy

GROSS STATE PRODUCT

Victoria
10.4
8.1
7.9
7.0
5.9
5.4
5.2
4.7
4.6
4.1
3.2
3.2
2.7
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.0
8.3
92.5
7.6
-0.1
100

Australia
8.0
6.6
6.8
6.3
7.6
4.5
4.5
4.8
4.2
5.1
2.7
2.9
2.5
2.2
2.3
2.5
9.8
1.7
0.8
8.1
93.8
6.2
0.0
100

Source: ABS, State Accounts 2012-13, Nov 2013;

Victoria’s labour market has softened over 2014 and continues to one of the weakest even as
most states have experienced a softening in their labour markets (Chart 2). Victoria posted
anaemic trend employment growth of 0.8% over the year to August, among the weakest growth of
all the states and below the national average of 1.5% annual growth. Weak job creation has
contributed to the increase in the state’s unemployment rate, which sat at 6.8% (seasonallyadjusted) in August. Only Tasmania had a higher unemployment rate of 7.3%, while the national
trend unemployment rate sat at 6.2%.
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Chart 2: Australian and Victorian trend unemployment rate

Source: ABS 6202.0 Labour Force, Australia, August 2014

In its May Budget, the Napthine Government forecast the State’s economy to strengthen in 201314, which appeared optimistic relative to the recent experience of slow growth. Real GSP is
expected to expand by an annual 2% in 2013-14 and further strengthen to a trend growth rate of
2.5% in 2014-15 (Chart 5). On the labour market, the Budget forecast a employment growth of
1.25% will bring the unemployment rate down to 6.25% over the next year.
The economy is anticipated to return to the ‘trend’ (long-term average) growth rate of 2.75% from
2015-16 due to strengthening household demand. The drivers of growth are forecast to emanate
from a continued upswing in dwelling investment given low interest rates and strengthening
household consumption due to the recent uptick in asset prices. Business investment is expected
to be moderate. The state’s trade balance will also widen further owing to strong growth in
imports outweighing growth in exports, with service exports expected to rise.

Table 2: Victorian economic forecasts

Source: Victorian Budget, May 2014
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The largest risk to the Victorian economy over the coming years the transition in the state’s
manufacturing sector as the local car assembly winds down (discussed in greater depth later in
this submission). Victoria accounts for around half the nation’s employment and output in the
industry. At this stage, it is unclear what future lies ahead for suppliers in 2017 when production
will end. Furthermore, there is significant uncertainty if the car companies will last that long. GM
Holden and Toyota plan to leave scale back local car production before ceasing production
completely in 2017. Ford plans end production at its Geelong and Broadmeadows plants in late
2016 though has indicated this depends on sales figures and may be earlier.
The Australian PMI® indicates that the Victorian manufacturing industry had been performing
worse than the national average over 2013 and first half of 2014, although conditions seem to
have improved to be on par with national average over recent months.

Chart 3: Australian and Victorian PMI

Low interest rates have spurred an upswing in residential building activity in 2013 and this is
expected to continue into 2014 across the country including in Victoria where residential building
approvals rose by 15.0% over the year to June in real terms. In the established market, house price
growth has been rapid, up by 10.3% over the year to June. The Reserve Bank has noted that “the
risks associated with this trend warranted ongoing close observation” and has also noted concern
around possible oversupply in new dwellings being driven by investor appetite which it
characterizes as “outpacing fundamentals.”
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Table 3: Victoria’s relative economic performance
Victoria
Quarterly data

Decade ave.

Jun-13

Sep-13

Dec-13

Mar-14

Jun-14

Ranking *

State final demand (cvm; % p.a.)

3.0

0.5

0.8

1.7

1.5

2.5

2

Private capital expenditure (cvm; % p.a.)

3.5

-0.6

-1.2

23.2

2.0

4.2

2

Residential building approvals (cvm; % p.a.)

3.6

-19.7

-2.1

22.7

26.8

15.0

4

Retail turnover (cvm; % pa)

3.2

1.7

2.7

3.8

3.1

3.2

3

2.2

0.6

0.9

0.9

0.7

0.0

3

Activity

Labour M arket
Employment grow th (% p.a.)
Unemployment rate (%)

5.3

5.8

5.8

6.2

6.4

6.4

5

Participation rate (%)

64.5

65.1

64.6

64.7

64.5

64.3

3

-

1.2

1.1

1.1

0.9

-

6

8.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

2

Labour price index (% p.a.)

3.6

3.1

3.0

2.5

2.6

2.5

2

Melbourne CPI headline (% p.a.)

2.6

2.2

2.4

2.7

2.8

3.2

3

Melbourne house prices (% p.a.)

6.4

3.3

8.0

10.0

11.0

10.3

2

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2.6

1.6

2.2

2.8

1.6

-

4

Mining (% p.a.)

-1.6

0.7

-12.7

1.9

1.9

-

6

Manufacturing (% p.a.)

-1.0

3.5

-2.9

-2.5

-1.8

-

4

Services (% p.a.)

3.5

1.6

4.0

3.3

2.4

-

4

Construction (% p.a.)

4.1

1.9

1.2

5.2

0.1

-

4

Household income (% p.a.; current prices)

6.2

3.9

7.5

5.0

2.8

-

4

Population (% p.a.)

1.6

1.7

1.4

1.7

1.9

-

3

Job vacancies per employee
Industrial disputes (days lost per 1000 employees)
Prices and wages

Annual data
Gross state product (% p.a.)

* 1 = The highest level or growth rate in the latest period; excludes NT & ACT
Sources: various ABS releases
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The Victorian Fiscal Outlook
Victoria is in an enviable fiscal position and is the only state to hold a stable AAA credit rating from
all three ratings agencies. In its May Budget, the Victorian Government forecast the state to
remain in surplus over the next four years and that net debt as a percentage of GSP is expected to
peak in 2014-15 at 6.3%, before falling to 4.5% by 2017-18.
This fiscal rating means Victorian Government has the ability to borrow at relatively low rates. This
strengthens the case for investment by the Government in productive assets where a solid return
on capital can be achieved for taxpayers. Consequently, Ai Group would encourage the elected
Government to explore a sensible capital works program of rigorously-assessed, productivityenhancing infrastructure to benefit from the strong credit rating and boost the productive capacity
of the state. Where possible, the Victorian Government should explore opportunities to privatize
public assets in order to benefit from the Abbott Government’s Asset Recycling Fund, which
provides a federal contribution of 15% of the funds raised from the privitisation.
Recommendation:


The newly-elected Government maintains Victoria’s enviable fiscal position through sensible
and sustainable fiscal policy. The state Government should take advantage of the strong
fiscal position and solid credit rating to invest in productive assets with demonstrated
returns.
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Reduce the cost of doing business
State Governments across the country are responsible for a sizeable portion of the government
costs levied on business, through taxation and regulation. Industry understands the Government
needs revenue streams to provide important public services, but it is important that only
necessary regulation and the most efficient taxes are imposed. The prosperity of the Victorian
economy will depend on the next Victorian Government committing to improving the
competitiveness of Victorian businesses through sensible and sustainable reductions in business
costs.
This will mean reducing, remodelling or replacing inefficient state-based charges, including payroll
tax, which is among the highest of the states in Australia. We must also reduce unnecessary red
tape, to make it easier for businesses to establish and grow in Victoria and employ. Where
possible, different regulatory regimes in different states should be replaced with nationallyconsistent laws to reduce compliance costs for businesses.
Consequently, we call on the newly-elected Victorian Government to take a leading role in the
Federal Government’s upcoming white papers on taxation and federalism. The newly-elected
Government should be open to examining state-based taxes including conveyancing duties,
insurance taxes, land and payroll taxes, and should also embrace regulatory harmonization across
states to remove burdens from business. Many of the reforms to state-based taxes identified in
the Henry Tax Review are worthwhile but will require broader reforms to fiscal federalism and
revenue sharing allocations between the states through the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
Recommendation:


The newly-elected Government should fully commit to the Tax White Paper and Federalism
Whitepaper process and examine if inefficient state-based taxes on industry can be
removed.

State-based taxes
Australian Bureau of Statistics data highlights that Victoria had the highest tax to gross state
product ratio in 2011-12 (Chart 7) and that this ratio was consistently high over the previous
decade. This includes all state and local taxes including payroll tax, land tax, land transfer duty,
insurance duty and motor vehicle duty. They reveal the significant tax burden on Victorian
businesses indicating Victoria must lower its state taxes to improve its competitiveness position
relative to the other states, to retain and attract businesses and to generate jobs growth.
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Chart 4: State and Local Government Taxes as a share of GSP

Sources: ABS, 5220.0 Australian National Accounts: state Accounts, June 2013; ABS, 5212.12 Government Finance
Statistics, 2011-12

The Napthine Government announced small set of reductions in payroll tax of 0.05% points to
4.85% from July 2014, which will save around 39,000 employers around $234.5 million reduction
over the forward estimates. There was no change to the threshold at which payroll tax must be
paid, at $550,000 for eligible industries. Regardless of these changes, the state’s payroll tax
burden remains high compared to other states and Ai Group members frequently raise Victoria’s
high payroll tax rate relative to other states as an issue of concern.
Recommendation:


The burden of state taxes in Victoria is high and the next Victorian Government should
investigate the best ways to reduce tax burdens and lift the state’s cost competitiveness.
For example, a reduction in the rate of payroll tax would lift incentives for businesses to
employ people and improve their competitiveness.

Regulatory reform
The benefits for businesses, and indeed the broader economy, from nationally-consistent business
regulation and competition laws have been well canvassed in recent years. In 2008, state and
federal governments signed the National Partnership Agreement to Deliver a Seamless National
Economy at the Council of Commonwealth Governments meeting. Thirty-six separate reforms are
covered by this National Partnership, comprising of 27 deregulation priorities, eight areas of
competition reform and a reform to regulation making and review processes. Only 17 of the
deregulation priorities and three of the competition reforms were completed. It is clear from the
December 2013 COAG meetings that federal and state governments have taken a new approach
to harmonization especially on areas like occupational licensing, which was not completed. Ai
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Group still sees significant benefit to industry, and indeed the broader economy including
households and governments, from harmonised legislation and regulation.
Ai Group and its members – both large and small – remain committed to a nationally harmonised
OHS system and are concerned by the Victorian Government remaining the only jurisdiction not to
commit to harmonised laws, as Western Australia signed earlier this year. Every day, Ai Group
members operating across state boundaries are frustrated by inconsistencies between state laws,
with those trading across the Victorian and NSW border frequently complaining about the
additional costs of doing business. We understand and appreciate that a national system means
some compromises need to be made by Victoria, which has good regulation. But together with
many of our members, we feel any downsides are far outweighed by the positives that a single
national harmonisation would bring for Victorian businesses.
Recommendations:


The COAG agenda has changed with changes in governments across the country. Victorian
businesses, and indeed businesses nationally, would benefit from many of the
harmonisation reforms that were not completed. We would encourage the next Victorian
Government to reinvigorate this process.



The next Victorian Government should immediately commit to the harmonised OHS laws as
the state remains the only jurisdiction not to do so.

Public holidays
Victorians currently have 11 public holidays every calendar year, including Melbourne Cup day,
which is in line with most other states. Ai Group would strongly encourage no further public
holidays are introduced given the cost to the state through lost production and increased cost to
business. It would cost the retail and hospitality sectors through penalty rates of around $201
million, and the wider economy up to $1.6 billion in total — made up of lost productivity and extra
business costs.


Recommendation: That the newly elected Government considers the cost to business and
erosion of competitiveness that an additional public holiday would bring.

Construction industry employment
Victoria has a portable long-service leave scheme for the construction industry to ensure that
construction workers, who by the nature of their work move from job to job, are still eligible for
the long-service leave. The scheme, called Coinvest, is funded through levies on employers in the
construction industry.
Recently, Ai Group members have reported that employees who are only peripherally connected
to the construction industry, have sought to be included in the scheme as part of their
employment contracts. This is inappropriate use of the scheme beyond its original intentions and
16
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places an unnecessary burden on employers. Ai Group would ask that the next Government
ensure this practice is ended through tighter eligibility for the fund.
Recommendation:


The next Government must ensure the Coinvest fund remains only for construction industry
workers and not those peripherally engaged.
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Equip the state with vital infrastructure
The case for investment in public infrastructure is strong in Victoria. Investment in roads, rail and
ports would deliver benefits for the community through decreased congestion and lower costs
and would enhance the competitiveness of Victorian businesses in national and international
markets. Victoria’s strong fiscal projections means the State Government has the ability to raise
capital at a relatively low cost, which provides further scope for sound projects to be undertaken.
Furthermore, in the May Budget, the Abbott Government has also outlined a new Asset Recycling
Fund, which would be used to top up any funds raised by states privitising public assets. In
contrast to states like NSW and Queensland, Victoria has already privitised many public assets, but
there are a few opportunities remaining that could benefit from this program.
A pipeline of projects would also be welcome for the construction industry, providing certainty of
work in the coming years. It is important that the pipeline has bipartisan support so businesses,
and indeed the community have certainty around projects. Furthermore, data from Deloitte
Access Economics’ Investment Monitor database highlights that public sector transport projects
are shaping as a key driver of future investment activity across the country. The value of transport
projects under consideration increased by more than $16 billion in the June quarter, mainly due to
State government investment plans, with NSW leading the way, which has announced more than
$61 billion of projects over the next four years. In total across State governments, capital
expenditure of around $40 billion per annum is expected over the next four years. Consequently,
it is important that Victoria commit to a capital works program to ensure the state will be able to
find the resources to go ahead with the projects at a competitive cost.
Ai Group believes that transparency is vital for infrastructure projects. Each proposed project must
be subject to thorough and transparent cost-benefit analysis to ensure the Government gets the
best possible use of taxpayer funds. A clear and transparent process will also help to foster public
support for infrastructure projects and avoid costly delays in construction. Ai Group believes
Victoria would benefit from an independent planning body like Infrastructure Australia to
undertake rigorous cost benefit analysis before projects are selected. This would further improve
the integrity around infrastructure planning and prioritization. Not only does this build public
support for major projects, it also ensures governments can access private finance to invest in
infrastructure. Having a transparent and rigorous project creates confidence among investors
ensuring that lower-cost financing and a deep pool of investment funds exists for future projects.
Together with transparency, Ai Group believes that certainty must exist when it comes to projects.
Ai Group supports the construction of the East West Link, which will bring benefits to commuters
and industry through reduced congestion. It also brings a certainty of work for construction
companies after several years of subdued activity in major construction projects and will create
jobs in the coming years as the state contends with the closure if the automotive assembly
industry.
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Ai Group also believes that prospective governments must recognise the right of incumbents to
make contractual decisions which can be relied upon. If these contracts are disputed or
dishonoured, businesses tendering for future work will be compelled to add a higher risk premium
in their bids. This will detract from the value Victorians will get for their money.
Ai Group also welcomes progress on developing the Port of Hastings as Melbourne’s container
shipping point, given the increasing strains on the capacity of Port Melbourne given container
traffic volume increases. Subject to rigorous cost-benefit analysis, the development of the second
port appears critical for the future of the growing freight trade and the viability of the sector well
beyond the next decade. This project would enable Melbourne to reap the full advantages of
enhanced trade links with the booming Asian economies. We would welcome further progress and
a firm commitment by the Victorian Government to ensure industry has access to a second port
before crippling bottlenecks emerge and harm productivity. We urge all Parties to outline their
plans in relation to the Port.
The current discussion surrounding infrastructure projects in Victoria highlights the importance of
having processes through which clear and transparent evaluation of prospective infrastructure
projects are assessed. Such processes would substantially reduce the risks that subsequent
governments could renege on infrastructure contracts, and that the projects would garner
sufficient public support and minimize lengthy disruptions. In order to ensure a smoother
implementation for these major public infrastructure projects, we believe the government should
consider the introduction of Dispute Resolution Boards (DRB) that can help to resolve disputes
before they escalate into disruptive action. As a model for this process, the website
http://www.drba.com.au/ provides a practical overview, together with details of the projects
where DRB’s have been utilised to deliver excellent outcomes in other jurisdictions.
Recommendations


Ai Group supports the construction of the East West Link and the Port of Hastings, and would
urge the next Victorian Government to honour any existing commitments to these projects.



Setting up a Victorian agency to better coordinate the planning, prioritisation and execution
of infrastructure projects throughout the state.



Establishing and formalising a community and business consultation process, where robust
debates on the prioritisation of Victorian infrastructure projects could be conducted.



Regular updates to inform industry about the level of priority attached to major
infrastructure projects throughout the state to facilitate the planning processes in businesses
and lift productivity throughout the Victorian economy.



Further development of structured public-private partnership policies that more efficiently
allocate risks, attract more private sector investments and reduce costs.
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Transport infrastructure reform to help address congestion: for example, better provision of
real-time information by governments about transport options and network conditions;
investment in new and smarter transport infrastructure to keep up with population
pressures; and pricing reform to improve utilisation and efficiency in the use of transport
infrastructure
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Ensuring industry operates on a level playing field
Ai Group believes Australian businesses should have full and fair access to supply the goods and
services required by the public sector and for major projects undertaken within Australia. As it
stands there are a number of barriers and distortions that frustrate and impede the full and fair
participation of Australian suppliers. These barriers and distortions are exacerbating the intense
competitive pressures currently being experienced by local, trade-exposed industries and
particularly by the manufacturing and IT sectors.
The major barriers and distortions are:
-

An undue emphasis on upfront costs rather than whole of life costs in public sector
procurement. This emphasis results in the purchase of lower quality goods and services
and neglects the costs involved in maintenance and through-life support which are key
advantages that local suppliers are able to offer.

-

An uneven weighting given to conformity with standards. Local producers are required to
produce to stringent Australian and International Standards and non-conformity or false
claims of conformity are much more rigorously enforced than is the case with many
imported alternatives. This puts local businesses at a disadvantage.

-

Selection criteria (implicit or explicit) that include a record of supply in other countries as
demonstration of credentials. This favours offshore suppliers and is a particular barrier to
emerging local businesses and domestic suppliers of innovative goods and services.

-

Preference given to offshore suppliers. Preference is often given by overseas-based prime
contractors to sub-contractors and suppliers in their country of origin under explicit or
implicit local preference arrangements and practices.

These barriers and distortions against local industry participation in government contracts and in
major projects can be addressed by the adoption and adherence by government agencies of
practices that adhere to purchasing principles set out below. For major infrastructure,
construction and mining projects, governments should require prime contractors and holders of
licences to adopt and demonstrate adherence to similar practices. These practices should work
alongside programs aimed to facilitate local industry participation such as a strengthened Industry
Capability Network.
It is also important to account for the wider value to the economy by purchasing locally, such as
through skills development and retention and through creating jobs. Governments procuring
locally also ensure a broad range of suppliers can continue to operate locally. Finally, governments
should be aware that many foreign governments impose contractual requirements for local
content in their purchase of local goods.
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Recommendation:


Ai Group recommends that all government agencies including Victorian agencies and major
contractors implement an approach that shows a commitment to the following five
procurement principles:
Value for Money: Value for money looks beyond “least cost” and brings cost-benefit
approach that considers quality, after sales servicing and maintenance, ongoing supplier
relationships and speed of maintenance repair.
Clarity, Transparency and Improvement of Processes: procurement processes should be
clear and transparent and be subject to ongoing improvement to reduce costs of tendering
and access for domestic suppliers, particularly small and medium sized enterprises.
Full and Fair Access: Procurement processes should ensure local suppliers have full and fair
access to supply opportunities under direct government contracts and with prime
contractors for major projects. This includes consistency in relation to conformity with
Australian standards and no preferential treatment of offshore suppliers.
Full Opportunities for Local Suppliers: Australian based suppliers should have full
opportunity to compete for the provision of goods and services under government
contracts both directly and indirectly through supply to prime contractors. For major
projects, prime contractors and licence holders should ensure that local suppliers have full
and fair access to sub-contracting and supply arrangements.
Supporting Industry through Effective Planning and Communication: Large government
purchasing activities and major project plans should be developed in a transparent way to
ensure local industry is able to invest sufficiently to participate in major tenders.
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Planning and Environmental Regulations
Ai Group recognises the difficulties that Governments – particularly at the state and local level –
face delivering fair and equitable land planning outcomes. As the Productivity Commission
described in a 2011 report, planning must “balance the needs of communities by taking into
account the often competing social, environmental and economic goals as well as the impact of
land use and development.”
The operation of the planning system is complicated by the multiple levels of government that are
involved or have an interest in the outcomes of planning regimes. Even the Federal Government
has sought to influence planning outcomes through such initiatives as the COAG Objectives for
Capital City Strategic Planning 2009. Often well-intentioned efforts to address the concerns of
stakeholders have led to planning regimes becoming overly burdened with questionable
objectives such as social inclusion, health and liveability, and housing affordability.
Too often this has led to planning processes becoming battlegrounds. The instinct to resist
unwelcome development has created tensions between the priorities and desires of local
communities and the needs of society as a whole. In the absence of an effective process for
assessing the merits of these issues in a timely and transparent manner, critical pieces of
infrastructure can be delayed or stopped altogether. This creates uncertainty, adds to the cost of
doing business and undermines Victoria’s desirability for future investors.

Plan Melbourne
Ai Group supported the release of Plan Melbourne– Metropolitan Planning Strategy because it
sought to boost certainty by establishing key priorities for development out to 2050. Further, as
part of the implementation process the report promises to:


reform the State Planning Policy Framework so it aligns and integrates with Plan Melbourne,
regional growth plans and other recent state policies; and so it provides better guidance to
decision makers such as local governments and the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal;
and



develop a consistent format for municipal strategic statements and further streamline planning
controls.

Although these measures will not solve every issue, they represent an essential first step. Most
importantly, to achieve permanent reform and a lasting impact on the ground these ambitions
must remain a priority for successive Government across numerous electoral cycles.
Recommendation:


Ai Group urges both major parties to establish a bi-partisan consensus to advance the goals
outlined in Plan Melbourne.
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Planning Buffer Zones and Moratoriums
The establishment and maintenance of appropriate buffer zones separating facilities or precincts
from other land-users is an indispensable tool to industrial sites and households to coexist. They
provide industry with certainty that their investments will be secure and ensure that households
do not suffer a diminished quality of life from industrially generated odours, dust or noise. When
buffer-zones are misused or disrespected the entire community, environment and economy
suffer.
Ai Group is concerned that there are several key issues where dubious planning policy settings are
disadvantaging not just industry, but the wider community. Further, they run the risk of
establishing alarming precedents for wider industrial development.
Unconventional and Coal Seam Gas Moratorium
Addressing the challenges in Australia’s gas market
In July 2014 Ai Group in partnership with five other peak industry bodies commissioned the first
comprehensive analysis of the impact of rapidly escalating gas prices on the Australian economy.
Compiled by Deloitte Access Economics the report undertook detailed quantitative analysis into
the dramatic impact of rising gas prices on domestic manufacturing.
Assuming the 8 LNG trains due to be operating on the east coast by 2023 are completed, the
report reached the following conclusion:
Changes taking place in the East and West Coast gas markets will bring forth both positive
and negative impacts. While the gas and construction sectors are expected to benefit from
the development of a new East Coast LNG industry, almost all other sectors within
Australia’s economy are likely to experience loses in income. Greater input costs associated
with higher gas prices and greater risk arising from a more difficult gas contracting
environment will have adverse consequences for many regions and states1.
The table reproduced below provides a state-by-state breakdown of the projected impacts on a
selection of industry sectors using two different price path scenarios. The ‘IES Scenario’ projects
prices if the East enjoyed a perfect gas market, while the ‘SKM Scenario’ assumes some market
power.

1

Deloitte Access Economics, Gas market transformations–Economic consequences for the manufacturing sector, pg. 6
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Table 3: Impact by state of Gas shortages

Australia is in danger of experiencing a short fall in supply despite access to some of the most
abundant gas fields in the world. If the worst effects of the move towards an export-orientated gas
market are to be avoided it is essential that artificial constraints on production be removed. Ai
Group has long argued that the bi-partisan support for continuing the moratorium on coal seam
and unconventional gas exploration first introduced in August 2012 is a flawed response - in both
its objectives and operation - to legitimate concerns. As Ai Group said in its report investigating
developments in the eastern gas market last year:
These blanket exclusions and moratoria are extremely blunt instruments and threaten to
simply strangle production entirely, rather than encouraging responsible approaches.
The perverse outcomes created by such an inflexible regulatory device can be seen in the sinking
of two onshore wells on Victoria’s south coast. Despite the fact that both wells pass through the
same water aquifer, only one is subject to the moratorium. The other has proceeded because the
project taps off-shore gas deposits whereas the other aims to access on-shore supplies.
The moratorium is defended on the twin grounds of the need for a more comprehensive
understanding of the possible dangers of unconventional gas extraction and the degree of
community concern that these have provoked, particularly in rural and regional areas. Until these
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twin objectives are reached, so the argument goes, there should be a complete freeze on further
development.
Ai Group supports the need for ongoing and rigorous independent scientific investigation into the
safety and sustainability of unconventional gas extraction. However, Ai Group is also concerned
that at present there appears to be no clearly defined process, timetable or objective on which to
base further research. Instead, the industry will remain in a permanent hiatus until “more
information is available” or “the risks are properly understood and protection of the ground and
surface water can be ensured.” These vague statements are highly susceptible to interpretation. Ai
Group would urge the next Government to establish clear objectives for investigation that will
ensure that whatever policy is pursued it’s informed with proper scientific rigour.
A similar ambiguity is found in the requirement to address community concerns. It is questionable
whether any sector could mount an effective education and advocacy campaign while the industry
is under a blanket ban. It implies to most casual observers that the Government and regulatory
authorities have already judged the industry to be unsafe.
There is also a lack of clarity around what community consent actually entails: What level of
community acceptance will be required before the moratorium will be lifted? Could such a
moratorium be re-imposed if the public mood shifts? It is worth noting that a substantial degree of
opposition to unconventional gas - and CSG in particular – has been fuelled by a nationally
coordinated campaign of anti-CSG activists. What groups will need to be reconciled before the
moratorium can be re-examined and how will that be determined?
Although Ai Group has welcomed and participated in efforts by the current Victorian Government
to canvas stakeholder concerns, Ai Group would urge the next Government to move quickly to put
in place a process that will answer these questions and allow the industry – as well as significant
gas consumers - to begin addressing them. As Ai Group has highlighted elsewhere – including in
this submission - the revolutionary transformation of the gas market in the eastern states is
putting unprecedented pressure on domestic gas prices. Rescinding excessive restrictions and
allowing Victoria’s substantial un-tapped onshore gas reserves to alleviate an increasingly tight gas
market must be a key priority.
Recommendation:


On the issue of Coal Seam Gas, the new Government should establish a list of key research
objectives and outcomes with coordinated opportunities for community consultation in
order to remove the debilitating ambiguity around this issue. This should accompanied by a
strict timetable leading to a final determination.

Wind Farm permitting regime
The wind industry is facing a period of uncertainty brought on by challenging policy conditions at
both the state and Federal level. Although the expansion of the wind sector enjoys bi-partisan
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support, the regulatory requirements that accompany any proposed development are uniquely
onerous. Ai Group strongly believes that no industry or sector should be singled out for
exceptional regulatory obligations unless a compelling case can be made for the need of such
obligations. It is not clear that such a case has been made in regard to wind farms.
Planning provisions that Ai Group finds particularly concerning for both their impact and their
unique application are the requirement for the written consent of the land owner before a turbine
can be placed within 2 kilometres of a residence2, and the permitting of new projects – regardless
of their size or significance – now lying exclusively with the relevant local Council. The justification
for these changes was:
(To) restore fairness and certainty to the planning process for wind farms
Whether the policy achieved that goal is a matter of interpretation - however the practical impact
of these measures has been to gift any resident within two kilometres of a turbine the power to
veto projects. These individuals are not required to consider local or state planning priorities, the
bi-partisan commitment to promoting renewable energy or the needs of the community as a
whole – nor are they required to explain or justify their decision. At a time when planning policy is
moving towards greater consistency and streamlining Ai Group does not believe that this singling
out of one industry can be justified.
Local councils already possessed a large measure of influence over the placement of smaller wind
farm developments – up to 30 MW - prior to the 2011 amendments that removed the State
Government from the process entirely. Ai Group believes that wind developments over 30 MW’s
capacity can reasonably be considered to be projects of state significance and therefore the State
Government should be closely involved in their approval – as they are when considering other
significant infrastructure projects. Not only can the State Government represent the views of the
Victorian community as a whole, it can provide the broader strategic perspective that neither local
councils nor individuals can supply. Ai Group welcomes recent moves to ease restrictions on the
expansion and modification of existing wind facilities, but this is only a first step.
Recommendation:


Ai Group urges the next Government to bring the approval and permitting of wind farms into
line with other infrastructure approvals processes.

Waste facility Buffer Zones
The waste industry is an often over-looked participant in the planning process despite the
essential service the industry provides. The nature of the industry has often inspired the worst
examples of the ‘Not-in-my-back-yard’ phenomenon which has made gaining approval for new
2

By comparison the minimum buffer zone required around an active landfill facility is 200 meters – and land owners
have no power beyond their right to make representations to the relevant planning or regulatory authorities.
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facilities both costly and time consuming. For this reason Ai Group welcomed the release of the
Getting Full Value: The Victorian Waste and Resource Recovery plan because it promised to:
Improv(e) integration with land use planning, transport and development, to enable better
decisions for a growing population
If these ambitions are translated into practice this integrated approach will provide a new degree
of consistency and coordination in planning outcomes. This will not only encourage much needed
investment in the waste and resource recovery sector, but contribute to better outcomes for the
community as a whole.
A combination of stricter environmental regulation and the exhaustion of older local landfills
meant that increasingly Melbourne has come to depend on a smaller number of major facilities.
The unavoidable impact of waste and resource recovery operations on the surrounding area
demands that effective buffer zones must be maintained over the life of the facility – potentially a
100 years depending on the site.
Unfortunately, in several cases the speed of Melbourne’s growth has resulted in sprawling
residential developments to encroach on these essential facilities. The most obvious example is
that of the Hampton Park Landfill in Dandenong where the buffer zone has been subsumed
entirely by residential development right up to the perimeter of the facility. This not only has a
detrimental effect on the quality of life for the residents, but – as the recent high profile dispute
around the landfill and quarry facility at Deer Park demonstrate – has added considerably to the
cost and time of expanding those facilities to cope with Melbourne’s rapidly growing waste
needs3. Although there are promising signs that policy-makers are aware of these issues and are
moving to address them, more needs to be done.
Recommendation:


Ai Group urges the next Government to reform of the planning regime to ensure that
Victoria’s essential waste infrastructure is prioritised and protected.

Container deposit legislation
Victoria has well established and highly efficient recycling system in place, which works to the
benefit of consumers and industry without excessive cost or regulatory burden on business.
Introducing a container deposit scheme in Victoria would undermine the existing well-functioning
scheme without little improvement to recycling rates. Rather, a container deposit scheme would
simply increase costs to both the manufacturing and recycling industry. Ai Group would encourage
the elected Government to pursue existing plans to foster a viable recycling and resource
recovery, as we have outlined above.
3

If population growth continues along current trends this is projected to rise from 12 million tonnes in 2010-11 to 18
million tonnes by 2020-21, Getting Full Value, pg 13
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Recommendation:


That the elected Government does not implement a container deposit scheme given Victoria
already has a successful and efficient recycling scheme.

Waste Regulation
Safe waste collection and disposal is an essential service to the community on a par with clean
water and reliable energy. Implementing a viable long-term strategy for dealing with Victoria’s
ever increasing levels of waste must be a priority for the elected Government.
Ai Group represents both significant waste generators and some of the largest operators in the
waste industry. Ai Group has been closely involved with policy-makers in drafting the Statewide
Resource Recovery and Waste Infrastructure Plan (SWRRIP) as the first step towards creating an
integrated state wide waste management system. To realise this goal several key issues must be
addressed. These are discussed in turn.

Education
The implementation of a coordinated education campaign will be indispensable. Currently the
waste industry provides the bulk of education services as part of their contract requirements –
with predictable variations in messages and outcomes. Ai Group’s own experience with industrial
waste generators has repeatedly demonstrated the difficulty in quantifying and conveying the
benefits of waste reduction. A state-wide campaign that highlights the possibilities for efficiency,
improving resource productivity and cost savings will not only help waste generators, but secure
the reliable supply of feedstock necessary for a viable recycling and resource recovery industry.
Education is also the primary tool for raising awareness amongst businesses and households about
proper waste behaviour – specifically in minimising the contamination between waste streams.
Excessive contamination risks undermining the recycling and resource recovery industry’s access
to feedstock, adding sorting and separation costs and potentially compromising the quality of
finished recycled products.
A widespread and credible education campaign should also stress the importance of the waste
industry itself. As demonstrated by the controversy surrounding planning – discussed elsewhere –
the negative perceptions of the industry have real consequences for future investment that if left
unchallenged could undermine Victoria’s broader waste strategy. Ai Group supports the
appointment of Sustainability Victoria to lead the development of a state wide education
campaign. As an organisation it possesses both the knowledge and credibility to craft an effective
campaign. However, it must be resourced to ensure it is effective.
Recommendation:


Ai Group urges the elected Government to provide the resources and support to Sustainably
Victoria to ensure the message to reduce waste is communicated as widely as possible.
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Translating high-level ambition into real action
While industry supports the Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan (SWRRIP)
process, the crucial test will come in translating these ambitions into concrete reforms across
government and at the local level. A clear commitment to pursuing this will be fundamental to
convincing industry of the merit in investing the substantial sums necessary for the SWRRIP to
succeed. Particularly significant are the issues of planning and developing the end markets
necessary to sustain a recycling and resource recovery industry.
The importance of maintaining buffer zones has been discussed elsewhere in this submission – but
of equal significance is ensuring the planning process is streamlined to encourage future
investment in much-needed facilities. Ai Group is aware of waste companies still struggling to gain
approval from local authorities even to build even for such inoffensive sites as transfer stations –
primarily because while they may be a state government priority, they are not a local one. Without
more effective coordination to harmonise local and state Government priorities planning will
remain an issue that could undermine the goals of the SWRRIP.
A weakness identified in past efforts to encourage a viable recycling and resource recovery
industry has been the lack of durable end markets. Ai Group welcomes the efforts currently
underway by Sustainability Victoria on this issue - however, this will ultimately require a whole of
Government approach. Identifying and addressing potential regulatory barriers, reviewing and if
necessary reforming procurement practices – particularly of the waste groups who tender on
behalf of local Government - and ensuring a consistency of message for potential investors.
Recommendation:


Ai Group urges the elected Government to prioritise coordination and cooperation between
all levels of Government and agencies on its Statewide Waste and Resource Recovery
Infrastructure.

Prioritise national harmonisation
The COAG endorsed National Waste Policy (2009) aims to create a more “coherent” and
“efficient” national approach to waste management. Unfortunately this has not produced any new
policy consensus amongst state governments. There remain substantial differences between
different state jurisdictions in the implementation of mechanisms such as the Landfill Levy and
even between different regulatory regimes. For example; certain types of contaminated soil are
categorised one way in Victoria and another in Queensland.
Ai Group acknowledges that no state government can unilaterally interfere with free trade across
state borders. However, it should also be acknowledged that the different legislative and
regulatory arrangements impose very different costs on industry. There is a clear danger to the
nascent recycling and resource recovery industry if large amounts of potential feedstock are
exported to cheaper jurisdictions.
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Recommendation:


Ai Group believes that ultimately these issues will only be resolved through a genuine
national approach to waste management. Ai Group urges the elected Government to
energetically pursue greater harmonisation between Victoria and other jurisdictions as part
of the SWRRIP process.
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Education and Training Reform
The release of the Next Steps for Refocusing Vocational Training in Victoria – Supporting a Modern
Workforce outlines how the Victorian VET system has changed principally through the introduction
of an individual entitlement to a subsidised training place and the establishment of contestable
funding.4 One of the features of the fully contestable market system and uncapped places is the
significant increased activity outside of TAFE institutes. This links VET revenue directly to student
preferences and enrolments. Since 2008 TAFE market share of government funded student load
had decreased from 70 per cent to 45 per cent.5 The number of private providers increased from
201 in 2008 to 445 in 2012.
While the market share of TAFE is rapidly decreasing it is doing so in the context of increasing
enrolments. Recent Victoria Department data indicates enrolment growth in subsidised training
(Chart 5). The expansion is at a far lower rate than private providers. Enrolments in private RTOs
increased from 47,900 in 2010 to 175,700 in the first half of 2014. TAFE on the other hand reduced
from 103,200 to 82,400 during the same period.

Chart 5: Students in Training

Source: Victorian Training Market Report, Half Year 2014, Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, August 2014, p. 40.

4

Next Steps for Refocusing Vocational Training in Victoria – Supporting a Modern Workforce, Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development, January 2013.
5
http://theconversation.com/tafe-in-crisis-no-but-the-future-is-changing-for-vocational-education-30316
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Chart 6: Students by sector

Source: Victorian Training Market Report, Half Year 2014, Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, August 2014

The Government considers this to be a success in terms of expanding the market and choice of
providers but this may well have a negative effect on the provision of trade training. TAFE
Institutes continue to be the major providers of government subsidised apprenticeship training
with 62 per cent of enrolments in the first half of 2014.6 It will be difficult to achieve growth in
apprenticeship numbers with private providers dominating the market.
In 2012 the specific funding to cover the cost of TAFE’s role as a public provider was cut. This
together with other funding changes has led to deterioration in the overall funding position of
TAFE. The Victorian Auditor General’s Office has rated five institutes as having a high financial
sustainability risk, eight as a medium risk and only four experiencing a surplus. This represents a
net deficit of $16.2 million which is a decrease of $74.8 million from 2012.7
In the context of these VET reform changes it is important to state the main principles
underpinning the public training system. These are:


An industry-led system: the purpose of the training system is to provide a highly skilled
workforce able to meet the needs of industry in an increasingly complex economy;



National consistency: industry requires a public training system that is truly national so that
consistency of training outcomes is provided across territorial borders;

6

Victorian Training Market Report, Half Year 2014, Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development, August 2014, po 28.
7
http://www.audit.vic.gov.au/reports_and_publications/latest_reports/2014-15/20140806-tafes-2013.aspx
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Properly resourced: the public training system needs to be properly resourced and efficiently
managed in order to provide quality training responsive to industry need;



Quality system: all aspects of the national training system must reflect quality to maintain
industry confidence in the system;



Community provision: a public training system needs to embrace its wider community
responsibilities beyond the immediate needs of industry.

Recommendation:


Ai Group supports the movement to a more managed approach to the funding model to
enable consideration of:
o the continuing expansion of private providers of training and the impact on the
provision of trades training;
o whether industry skilling needs are being met in rural and regional Victoria; and
o the implementation and integration of a range of quality measures to instill
greater confidence in the system.

Further build an industry-driven training system
Ai Group strongly advocates a Victorian Training System that enables employers and industry to
better drive and influence the skills that are developed for the Victorian economy. The major
transformation being experienced by Victorian industry as it moves to knowledge based activities
brings with it the demand for new skills readily adaptable to fast changing job roles. In the training
market, quality of information, courses, training delivery, and regulation have all been recognised
by the government as issues to be addressed.8
Ai Group supports the current government initiatives to bring industry advice and representation
to a more central position through an industry participation model. The existing Industry Skills
Consultative Committee is an important mechanism for direct feedback about industry skills
shortages and needs, growth and transitioning, and particular issues of specific industries and
regions. The diverse membership of the Committee, including employers, industry association
representatives and agencies, ensures skills issues of significance are brought to the attention of
government, and a platform is set for ongoing industry engagement.
Ai Group also recognises that the implementation of tighter compliance, monitoring and
enforcement measures are helping to alleviate some of the concerns of employers. With regard to
8

Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Next Steps for re-focusing Vocational Training in Victoria
– Supporting a Modern Workforce, 2013
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regulation of vocational education and training, Ai Group questions the duplication of regulatory
powers and activity that potentially occur through the existence of a state regulatory authority in
addition to the national regulatory body for vocational education and training. The result is often
more red tape for employers.

Strengthen support for apprenticeships
Ai Group is a leading voice for industry in the belief that Victoria needs to retain a strong skills
base, underpinned by our system of apprenticeships. From 2008 to 2013, Victorian apprentice
numbers followed a downward trend, decreasing by 9% to approximately 6,600 government
subsidised enrolments.9 With a number of trades identified in shortage on the Skills Shortage List
for Victoria, and shortages remaining in many apprenticeship areas, this decline is of major
concern to industry10. Some stability in these numbers has been reported for the first half of 2014,
with a small increase in numbers for specialised/ shortage apprenticeships.
Advanced, clever manufacturing is progressively growing in Victorian industry and makes up a
sizeable part of our productive economy. We need apprentices in order to develop the high skilled
trades demanded by these manufacturers. To fuel the economy we need trade apprenticeships
that are valued and utilised as career pathways.
Apprentice completion rates remain a major problem with 55% non-completion for Australia.11
This is a significant cost in time and resources. Better matching processes of apprentice to
employer are needed and stronger mentoring support, particularly in the first year, has been
found to be an effective strategy for retention.
Given these ongoing significant issues it is important for government to maintain and increase
initiatives to sustain apprenticeship commencements and completions. A greater focus on the
core relationship between employer and apprentice, the organisation’s objectives and the
individual apprentices’s learning needs will play a major part in reducing the issues. Minimisation
of regulatory burden will also encourage employers to consider apprenticeships.
Ai Group has also been a champion for the introduction of competency based wage progression
and completion for apprentices. Such a system better services industry by providing qualified
skilled workers when they are ready. A current Australian Government project to trial this system
is demonstrating that, with incentives built in for effort, apprenticeships become more attractive
to young people, benefitting companies, and providing the potential to improve completion
rates.12
9

Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Manufacturing Industry Overview, 2014
Australian Government Department of Employment, Skill Shortage List, Victoria, 2013-14
11
NCVER, Understanding the non-completion of apprentices, 2014
12
Engineering Excellence: Competency Based Progression and Completion Project for Engineering Trades. Funded by
the Australian Government under the Accelerated Apprenticeships Initiative.
10
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Maintain automotive transition support
The major impact to Victoria resulting from the cessation of automotive assembly in Australia is
widely recognised. Consultations with our members in the automotive sector suggest that up to
90% of auto component manufacturers will cease to produce auto components in Australia by
2017.
As automotive suppliers have been re-assessing their futures over recent years, employees in the
sector have been successfully transitioning into other sectors. Across Australia, between 2006 and
2011, one-third of automotive workers had moved into other industries and a further 14% into
other manufacturing areas – such as higher value add industries, where they have been upskilled.
Ai Group strongly supports the existing $30m government initiative to support workers in this
sector and related supply chain industries through vocational training (Victorian Training
Guarantee) over two years. Those who are highly qualified have the capacity to transfer their skills
to other growing sectors. For those who need re-development, the current funding schemes need
to apply planned approaches to identifying and recognising workers’ current skills along with their
training needs, and then provide subsequent guidance on jobs in demand and relevant training
available.
Ai Group also believes the opportunities offered to the Original equipment manufacturer car
workers should similarly be provided to car component manufacturers. This includes equitable use
of the Victorian Training Guarantee for all the sectors. A close eye should be maintained on the
value of the employment centre established under this initiative.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
The importance of STEM disciplines for the future economic and social well-being of Australia
cannot be underestimated. The Office of the Chief Scientist has estimated that 65 per cent of
economic growth per capita from 1964 to 2005 is due to improvements in the use of capital,
labour and technological innovation made possible in large part by STEM.13 International research
indicates that 75% of the fastest growing occupations require STEM skills and knowledge. 14
Employment in STEM occupations is projected to grow at almost twice the pace of other
occupations.15 However, Australia has under-performed in this area as reported in the major
ACOLA international study:

13

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics: Australia’s Future, Office of the Chief Scientist, September
2014, page 7.
14
Becker, K. and Park, K.; Effects of integrative approaches among STEM subjects on students’ learning, Journal of
STEM Education 12, July – September 2011.
15
Elizabeth Craig et al., No Shortage of Talent: How the global market is producing the STEM Skills needed for growth,
September 2011, Accenture Institute for High Performance.
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“ … the news is good but not great. Australia has travelled fairly well until now, but there are
holes in capacity and performance. Further, many other countries are improving STEM
provision, participation and performance more rapidly than us.” 16
Research undertaken on SM skills in the Victorian workforce confirms many of the conclusions of
broader STEM research. Within the Victorian context it has been reported that employment in
occupations with high Science Mathematics (SM) skills is growing between two and four times
faster than in occupations with low or no skills in these areas.17 In Victoria the research indicates
that 36.5 per cent of those employed in 2011 had completed a mathematics or science field of
study. This is predicted to rise to 38.6 per cent by 2016.18 But is this fast enough?
Ai Group research indicates that there are significant skill shortages and recruitment difficulties for
specific STEM-related occupations. The most prominent difficulties were for technicians and trade
workers (41 per cent), professionals (26.6 per cent) and managers (26.3 per cent).19 These skills
are critical for Australia’s national productivity and global competitiveness. The combination of
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics as STEM is a central preoccupation of policy
makers that is growing across all sectors of education and gaining international credence.20
As well as difficulties within the workforce there are problems in the pipeline from schools and
universities into the workforce. Despite attempts by governments over the last decade to increase
school student participation in STEM the proportion of students commencing in STEM has flatlined at around 10 per cent or less.21 A decreasing number of students are participating in
mathematics. This can be a feature of education systems like Australia where mathematics is not
compulsory until the end of school where it is in China, Russia and some European countries. 22
The state of mathematics and science in schools has deteriorated to a ‘dangerous level’ according
to a review commissioned by the Vice-Chancellor’s of Australia’s eight research-intensive
universities. The number of students undertaking intermediate and advanced mathematics in
secondary school fell by 34 per cent over the past 18 years23. Students may select the easier
option of General Mathematics in the belief that this will contribute to a higher ATAR for
university entrance. In response to this the ACOLA report makes a series of recommendations
about mathematics advocating consideration of some element of compulsion.24

16

STEM: Country Comparisons, Final Report, Australian Council of Learned Academies, May 2013, page 15.
Science and maths skills in the Victorian workforce: the evidence base, Elgin Economics, 8 August 2014, page 30.
18
Ibid.
19
Lifting our Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) Skills, Australian Industry Group, 2013.
20
Dr Mike Brown, Analysing some STEM-like programs in secondary schools across Australia, La Trobe University.
21
Australia’s skills and workforce development needs, Discussion Paper, Australian Workforce and Productivity
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Ai Group has drawn attention to the unacceptably low level of participation by secondary school
students in STEM related areas of knowledge and skills.25 The Office of the Chief Scientist has
documented the decline in the proportion of Year 12 students undertaking mathematics and
science since 1992.

Chart 7: Year 12 Mathematics and Science Participation 1992 - 2010

Source: Mathematics, Engineering and Science in the National Interest, Office of the Chief Scientist, May 2012, p 19

This indicates that the proportion of Year 12 students participating in mathematics fell from 77 per
cent to 72 per cent, biology from 35 per cent to 24 per cent and physics from 21 per cent to 14 per
cent. Within the mathematics subjects only 10 per cent participated in advanced rather than
elementary mathematics.
There are particular concerns in regard to school student performance in mathematics. The 2011
Trends in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) indicates that Australia’s performance in
mathematics and science has stagnated over the past 16 years.26 Within this international
research 17 countries recorded significantly higher results than Australia in mathematics for Year 4
students including most of the Asian countries, England and the United States. Of particular
concern is the result that 30 per cent of Australian Year 4 students were achieving at the low
international benchmark or not achieving at least this level.27
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The results for Year 4 and Year 8 are contained within the following tables. 28 In Victoria for Year 4
there were 7 per cent rated “Below Low” and 18 per cent at “Low” That is, one quarter of the
students performing below the international benchmark. In relation to Year 8 the corresponding
percentages are 10 and 26 – that is, one third of students performing below the international
benchmark.

Chart 8: Mathematics scores by States, Year 4

Chart 9: Mathematics scores by States, Year 8

28

As cited in Discipline Profile of the Mathematical Sciences 2014, Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute, May
2014, page 7.
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The latest PISA results also present a bleak picture. The mathematics skills of 15 year olds have
slipped back as was the case for reading. The results indicate that 16 countries achieved
significantly higher results than Australia. Australia’s mean mathematical literacy performance
declined significantly between PISA 2003 and PISA 2012 by the equivalent of more than a half year
of schooling.29 The results indicate that 42 per cent of the students failed to reach the national
baseline proficiency level in mathematical literacy.30
In addition to concern about the levels of participation, there are further concerns about
pedagogy. A report from Universities Australia highlighted a number of concerns in relation to
secondary education including:


“in too many schools STEM is still mostly science and mathematics taught separately with
little or no attention to technology and engineering”



“Students need to be made aware of the career opportunities afforded to STEM graduates
at an earlier age rather than just years 11 and 1231
“The state of maths and science at Australian schools and universities has
deteriorated to a dangerous level.”32(Vice-Chancellor Gavin Brown, University of
Sydney)

The impact of this decline is compounded by the lack of qualified teachers. 33 This was also
reported in the TIMSS study where more than 20 per cent of Year 8 students were being taught
mathematics by teachers who were only ‘somewhat’ confident about teaching the subject.34 A
2011 study by the Australian Council for Education Research found that for years 7 – 10
mathematics teaching only 62 per cent of teachers had two or more years of tertiary mathematics
(the minimum requirement). More than a third were teaching out of field and 23 per cent had no
tertiary mathematics at all.35 This is related to the low ATAR scores required for entry into
teaching.
Ai Group is concerned that declining interest in STEM courses in senior secondary certificates
poses an immense challenge to current skills shortages in engineering professions, technicians and
para-professional occupations and to securing Australia’s future manufacturing skills base, as
these subjects often serve as prerequisites to most trades and university science and engineering
courses. The ACOLA report recommends the reintroduction of more comprehensive prerequisite
29
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requirements for university entrance to encourage greater secondary school student participation
in STEM subjects.36 Further,
“despite the plethora of government policies and reviews focused on education, and science
and innovation and the relatively recent emergence of the STEM agenda in Australia, the
‘pipeline’ is decreasing and there are serious questions about performance in the foundation
skills of literacy and numeracy, and the enabling sciences, mathematics and scientific
literacy.”37
The situation is similar in tertiary education. In 2010, 29.9 per cent of Vocational Education and
Training (VET) students and 32.7 per cent of undergraduates were enrolled in STEM disciplines.38
There has been some recent improvement in natural and physical sciences and engineering
students in higher education, but this is off a low base. The OECD average in 2010 for new
university entrants in engineering, manufacturing and construction was 15 per cent but in
Australia it was only 8.7 per cent. The OECD figure for mathematics is 2.5 per cent and only 0.4 per
cent in Australia.39
Recommendation:


There is a need to support initiatives that promote STEM skills in schools, the tertiary
education sector and the workplace.

Workplace Language, Literacy and Numeracy (LLN)
The low level of LLN of the Australian workforce is a major concern to industry. The most recent
international data, the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies
(PIAAC) , outlined the following results.
The overall results indicate that 44% of Australians aged 15 – 74 had literacy skills below level 3
and that 55% had numeracy skills below level 3. This represents a slight improvement in literacy
and a slight deterioration in numeracy. The data for the various States does not differ significantly
except for the ACT which had a larger proportion of people at higher levels in all domains.40
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Chart 9: Proportion at Each Skills Level (PIAAC)

Source: ABS, Cat. 4228.0, Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, Australia, 2011-2012

Chart 10: Literacy Levels

Source: ABS, Cat. 4228.0, Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, Australia, 2011-2012

Chart 11: Numeracy Levels

Source: ABS, Cat. 4228.0, Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, Australia, 2011-2012
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Chart 12: PSTRE Levels by State

Source: ABS, Cat. 4228.0, Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, Australia, 2011-2012

Ai Group research highlighted that 93 per cent of employers reported that their business was
affected by low levels of LLN.41 Poor completion of workplace documents, time wasting,
ineffective work, materials wastage and ineffective training all resulted in reduced productivity.
The Workplace English Language and Literacy (WELL) program was the main training response for
workplace LLN issues. However, the reach of the program was well short of the required need. The
evaluation of this program notes that over the last five years more than 72,000 employees and
530 Indigenous Employment Program participants completed WELL training.42 According to the
PIAAC survey there are over 4 million employees below Level 3, the minimum standard.
The Commonwealth Government in its most recent budget has decided to discontinue this
program.43 It is timely therefore for the Victorian government to consider foundation skills training
for the workforce. Recent data from the Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development indicate that 42 per cent of foundation skills enrolments in 2014 were by students
not at school and did not have either Year 12 or Certificate II completion.44 While this targeting is
to be encouraged similar consideration needs to be devoted to foundation skills training for the
current workforce.
There is also a major issue concerning the LLN workforce. There is a current shortage of qualified
LLN practitioners in terms of the anticipated increased demand for training. Additionally, the
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National Foundation Skills Strategy has identified building the capacity of LLN workforce as a
national priority through measures such as funding for professional development courses.45
Recommendation:


There is a need for a greater focus on workplace language, literacy and numeracy skills and
initiatives introduced to address the current low levels of these in the workforce.

Facilitate work readiness
Ai Group has been concerned about the general lack of work readiness of graduates as industry
moves to higher level qualifications. Our members are telling us that graduates are not always
able to make an easy transition to working productively in organisations. It is therefore harder to
focus on their talents to help the company improve and innovate. Employers of STEM skill
graduates, for example, indicate the main reason for difficulties is lack of workplace experience.
Along with a need for greater cooperation between business and higher education institutions to
foster research, a range of flexible work integrated learning models need to be developed to make
it easier for employers to take students for appropriate lengths of time in industry. It is important
that practical application is an accredited component of university degrees.
Such opportunities will assist students to apply their knowledge and skills, develop job ready skills
and build professional networks in industry. For employers, there are a range of benefits, from
potentially reduced recruitment costs to having fresh ideas and approaches being incorporated
into the business.
Ai Group is signatory to a 2014 Statement of Intent on Work Integrated Learning in the Higher
Education sector, jointly signed with Universities Australia, BCA, ACCI and the Australian
Collaborative Education Network Ltd. Ai Group is working with these bodies on a national strategy
to facilitate an expansion of university student placements in industry to increase their work
readiness.
The Victorian Industry Skills Consultative Committee recently hosted an event for industry and
government to explore work readiness and real skills and training issues. Ai Group encourages
further activity on this issue for Victoria.
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Vocational Pathways Review
The Review of Vocational Pathways in Senior Secondary Education commenced in October 2012.46
The Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD) has worked
with schools, training providers, industry and other stakeholders to:


examine how effectively vocational education is being delivered in senior secondary schools;



examine how well government investment is being used to achieve results for students;



examine how well the current system is placed to transition students into jobs or training; and



develop more efficient and effective funding models comparable across sectors.

Recommendations from this review were expected mid-2013. It has been some time since the
Department launched a review of VET in Schools. In the interim youth unemployment in Victoria is
climbing. Unemployment in Victoria for 15 – 19 year olds is increasing to 22.1%, the second
highest after the Northern Territory, and higher than the national average. The 20 – 24 years
group has also increased to 8.5%.47 In addition, recent studies from the University of Melbourne
suggest that VET in Schools is unsuccessful in providing a pathway to post-school employment.

Chart 13: School enrollment in VET

Source: University of Melbourne
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Victorian destination data reveals that over 37 per cent of females and 25 per cent of males of VCE
VET students gain university admission, the largest destination for both genders. Only 7.8 per cent
of females and 14.4 per cent of males make a direct transition to full-time employment.48 In
addition, this research claims that the varied purposes of VET in Schools limits the effectiveness of
the program.49 There are continuing reports of decreasing employer confidence in the program
outcomes.50 Given these trends and the level of conjecture it is time for the Department to release
the outcomes of the review with the aim of building employer confidence in the VET in Schools
arrangements.
Recommendation:


Ai Group would encourage the new Government to complete the review of Vocational
Pathways and implement measures designed to restore industry confidence in VET in
Schools programs.

Higher Education Policy
There has been considerable change in the higher education sector following the release of the
Bradley Review in 2008.51 In particular the removal of capping of the volume of tertiary places, the
introduction of a demand driven system, the establishment of national equity targets to increase
cohort diversity and the establishment of the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency
(TEQSA) as a national regulator are all major shifts in the sector.
The most recent Victorian position on higher education seems to be the 2009 Report advising on
the development of the Victorian Tertiary Education Plan.52 Subsequent to this the Regional
Partnerships Facilitation Fund has been established and there was a Gippsland Tertiary Education
Review which also seems to have stalled. Neither of these initiatives address the considerable
policy changes in this area and a statement or policy in this area is long overdue.
Recommendation:


Ai Group would encourage the new Government to develop and implement a higher
education policy for Victoria.
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Encouraging innovation in Victorian industry
Industry in Australia is hindered by two significant barriers, namely high costs and low
productivity. Currency movements, the escalation in energy costs and the rise in our relative unit
labour costs have reinforced Australia’s relative disadvantage as a high cost economy. At the same
time our productivity growth has slowed. We now need a strong and concerted effort to lift
productivity and competitiveness across the economy. In Victoria, this is especially important
given the challenges facing the state as local automotive production winds down.

Automotive sector transition
The Productivity Commission’s final report into Australia's Automotive Manufacturing
Industry released in August seriously underestimates the fallout from the end to car making in
Australia and Victoria. The Productivity Commission predicts that 40,000 people will lose their
jobs, which comprises 80% of workers in the direct auto assembly workforce plus 40% of workers
in the automotive components supply chain (including components for vehicles other than
passenger cars) will be retrenched. This is considerably more optimistic than other estimates of
future job losses. The FCAI, for example, estimates that up to 90% of the industry will close or
move offshore. The PC assumes that “firms that manufacture components for the aftermarket,
export markets and buses and trucks will be largely unaffected by the closure of the motor vehicle
producers”. Given the close supply relationships in this industry, however, this is a brave
assumption. In the current situation of looming industry closure, it is possibly a dangerous
assumption.
In the absence of active supporting measures (as recommended by the Productivity Commission),
it is difficult to see how 60% of Australia’s automotive components industry will be able to survive,
unaffected by the demise of local passenger car assembly, or be able to successfully transition into
other opportunities. The PC’s assumption that they will be able to move into exports and/or the
after-sales parts market with no additional assistance or support seems fanciful at best. These
markets are already crowded and are extremely competitive, with many auto components
suppliers already operating in them.
Ai Group is also very concerned about the Commission’s assumption that two thirds of the
expected 40,000 retrenched auto workers will find another job. This seems to be based primarily
on the experience of the 700 Mitsubishi workers who were retrenched a decade ago (2004) with
the assumption that it can be replicated for the 40,000+ auto workers who are about to be
retrenched. This is despite strong evidence that the national jobs market is already considerably
weaker than it was a decade ago and is set to weaken further, with both Treasury and the RBA
forecasting a rising national unemployment rate from here. This time around, there will be far
more displaced auto workers in a very concentrated geography and with far fewer local
alternative employment options, compared to when Mitsubishi closed. Among the Mitsubishi
workers for example, about 10% found a new job with other auto manufacturing businesses and
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another 20% found work elsewhere in manufacturing. This demise of the auto assembly sector
means those results simply cannot be replicated again, and certainly not for 40,000 workers.
Both the Napthine Government and Andrews Opposition have demonstrated their understanding
and commitment to the state’s automotive industry. The exit of the three local car assemblers by
2017 will have significant for the Victorian economy. Many automotive supply companies will
leave and workers will be affected.
Australian Industry Group recognises the Victorian Government has made the following
commitments:
-

In the May, $30mn was provided over the next two years for a Victorian automotive
workers package. This will provide support and subsidised training through the Victorian
Training Guarantee to re-skill automotive workers affected by the restructuring of the
Victorian economy.

-

$12mn was contributed to Federal Government’s automotive structural adjustment and
growth fund.

Fostering an environment of innovation and collaboration
However, it is clear the many challenges lay ahead and that the next Victorian Government will
have a role to play in ensuring that Victoria’s manufacturing sector can continue to grow. Not only
should the next Victorian Government continue to provide transition assistance for affected
suppliers and their workers, but there should be a wider set of policies aimed at encouraging new
business to begin in Victoria and to encourage strength in other industries.
Innovation is the foundation of improvements in our competitiveness and living standards. It
involves bringing new or refined good or services to market; introducing new ways of producing,
distributing and marketing goods and services; and putting in place more responsive and more
effective approaches to doing business.
Ai Group outlined the importance of innovation for Australian businesses to face the current
economic challenges in our submission to the Federal Senate Inquiry into Australia’s Innovation
System. But Ai Group believes the next Victorian Government has an important role to encourage
innovation through sound policy.
This could take the effect of:
-

Payroll tax holidays for start-ups and new businesses.

-

Innovation vouchers that enable businesses to invest in new ideas or capital which can help
them expand into new markets.

-

Regionally-based incentives to help affected areas, such as tax holidays, or assistance and
incentives to set up new businesses.
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-

Incentives to develop greenfield land, such as expedited planning processes.

-

Enable access to successful programs like the Federal Governments’ Entrepreneurs
Infrastructure Program Business Adviser Program, previously Enterprise Connect, to help
new businesses transition into new roles.

Recommendation:


Ai Group would encourage the Victorian Government to take an active role in improving the
innovation environment in the state through considered policy settings and incentives.

Harnessing the National Broadband Network for Business
Victorian businesses could benefit from a greater use of digital technology. We see a role for the
Victorian Government and other stakeholders will be critical to strengthening Victorian businesses
capabilities in the digital economy.
Ai Group research has shown that businesses primarily get their information about new
technologies from other businesses and the investment activity of competitors is a key spur for
other companies to invest. Suppliers and clients are particularly important in this area and are
often a source of information and training.
Government interventions in this area include developing digital resources / benchmarking tools
targeted at a particular section of the business community can help ensure local businesses
embrace new technologies. Ai Group developed a digital business kit for the federal government
which we are promoting to our members. The Victorian Government should also help to develop
and disseminate resources aimed at business.
Recommendation:


Ai Group would encourage the Victorian Government to encourage business to benefit from
the NBN by disseminating resources aimed at business like the Digital Business Kits.
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Exploring new export markets for Victorian business
Ai Group commends the Victorian Government’s efforts in supporting exporters venture into
emerging markets, and urges the Government to continue and increase efforts in assisting
exporters.
Given the current challenging environment for exporters with the high exchange rate, difficulties
in obtaining credit and uncertainty regarding global economic growth, particularly from Europe,
the Victorian Government should proactively assist exporters by:


Continuing to fund more overseas trade missions for businesses, particularly smaller
businesses that want to expand into overseas markets, to participate and to facilitate cofunding exporters’ businesses trips overseas to establish and/or increase contacts with
overseas business partners. Such networks help to increase the chances of smaller Victorian
businesses being able to successfully break into new overseas markets.



Ai Group urges the Victorian Government ensure a continuation of targeted assistance for
business participation in trade missions.



Ai Group also calls on ongoing assistance for Victorian exporters beyond the initial assistance
of establishing export relationships. Further advice and support to help businesses further
grow exports would benefit the state.



Ai Group also calls on the next Government to take advantage of the Victorian universities’
graduate diaspora to build relationships between local and foreign companies. This includes
developing a program of incoming trade visits, which can link local businesses into global
supply chains.

Recommendation


Victoria has a strong record in international trade. Ai Group encourages the next
Government to draw on the state’s strengths to develop a clear strategy to boost export
opportunities of Victorian businesses.
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